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INTRODUCTION
Concurrent group discussions are not a new feature of N.A.C.A. annual
conferences. Programs of several past conferences have included a day or
half a day devoted to several concurrent group meetings. However, in the
past each of the discussion groups has been concerned with a specific discussion topic. The group meetings held in the Statler and Biltmore Hotels in Los
Angeles on last June 17 and reported in this section of the Conference Proceedings were different from those held in the past because the breakdown
into groups was by types of industries instead of by topics.
On the theory that it was the type of industry to which a company
belonged rather than the specific industry which determined the type of
accounting methods employed, and the accounting problems encountered,
and that an interchange of ideas and experience between representatives of
industries of the same type would be of interest and value to the participants,
the Technical Program Committee for the 1953 Annual Conference arranged
for seven concurrent group discussion meetings for the following industry
groups:
Mass Production Industries — Durable Goods
Mass Production Industries —Soft Goods
Job Order Industries
Processing Industries
Service Industries
Extraction Industries
Wholesaling and Retailing
Each of these discussion sessions, which ran two hours, was presided over
by a competent discussion leader, but no effort was made to guide the discussion. The matters discussed were the matters in which the participants in
that industry group were most interested and the length of the discussion of
a particular point was a measure of the interest in it.
Each of these discussion meetings was recorded by a stenotypist. While
it was not considered desirable (in the interest of free discussion) or practical
to provide a verbatim report on these meetings, it has been found possible to
prepare, from the stenotypist report, a brief story on the points discussed
and, in some cases, the decisions reached at these meetings. These reports
make up this section of the 1953 Conference Proceedings. The papers delivered at the Tuesday sessions were published as a section of the July issue
of the Bulletin. The papers delivered at the Thursday sessions of the Conference will be published as a section of the September issue of the Bulletin.
AU GU ST , 1953
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Mass Production Industries —Durable Goods
Discussion Leader: LOGAN MONROE
Controller, Eaton Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio

WAS INTRODUCED by Donald J. Guth of the Technical Program
M R.forMONROE
the Conference. Following a course charted by the spontaneous
contributions of the participants, the discussion kept pretty close to the
profitability -of- operations angle throughout. Initial mention of cost control
became a half hour's discussion of profit sharing as a means, and was accompanied and followed by a few comments on aspects of incentives. The economy
of decentralization of accounting effort was then given attention, to be followed,
in turn, by discussions of return on investment as a performance measurement,
of the channeling of cost reduction into fundamental rather than superficial or
ill- advised economies, and of the general effect of setting limited prospective
pay -off periods on capital investment by management. Interrelationship of price
redetermination, defense contracts and renegotiation formed the closing topic.
Profit-Sharing
In response to an appeal for cost cutting ideas, voiced at the start, the discussion entered for a considerable time on profit- sharing as an effective means
of securing rank and file cooperation, perhaps more effective for this purpose
than budgeting as point of departure for cost control and reduction. One participant outlined a deferred payment profit- sharing plan introduced when production standard incentives, although providing for extra payment now averaging 42 per cent over going wages, were found not to supply "an ultimate security program" with "benefits for the older employees."
Favorable experience with the profit- sharing plan was reported. Performance
of workers was stated to be at the highest level in company experience, without
having exhausted the possibilities for improvement, and their morale as part
of the company family was presented as satisfactorily high. Upon inquiry by
others present, the plan was divulged to require annual contributions by the
company of 25 per cent of net profit before taxes, limited to 15 per cent of
gross payroll (a limit not yet reached in practice), the maximum deduction
allowed for Federal income taxes. It was also disclosed that retirement benefits
in the plan, which is operated by an advisory board on which both management
and the employees are represented, vests in employees at the rate of 5 per cent
per year of membership.
1736
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Several points at issue in respect of the advisability of profit- sharing plans
were brought up in discussion. Questioners desired to know the retirement
benefit to workers and whether or not the plan had met the test of increasing
return on investment. On the first point, it was stated that a sweeper in the
plant might, perhaps, have an $1800 to $2000 equity in it after five years of
participation, with ultimate benefits dependent on company profit showings.
As to the effect of the plan on company results, the narrator rested the case
largely on the working of the existing incentive plan, under which earned
bonus had ranged from 30 to 35 per cent of base pay before the profit- sharing
plan was instituted and rose to 42 per cent afterwards, which was interpreted
as a 25 per cent improvement in productivity. In further discussion this representation was challenged, not as to fact, but as to adequacy as proof of the
value of the profit- sharing plan. It was suggested that something more is needed
to tell whether sharing of over -all profits with employees results in net benefits
to the company.
One participant in the interchange of ideas spoke up, in answer to the question of determination of maintenance of company return on investment, to report a profit- sharing plan, somewhat similar to the one under discussion, which,
however, required a deduction of 6 per cent of net worth from profits, before
the base figure for computation of profit- sharing was arrived at. This speaker
also reported favorable results to the company, based on increased net profits
as a percentage of sales. He likewise stated that computations of the sum to be
set aside for deferred benefits had, in recent years, exceeded the 15 per cent of
gross pay roll allowable as a deduction for tax purposes and indicated that the
excess was added to incentives computed for immediate payment.
The possible effect of increased sales volume on profit - sharing results came
in for brief comment.
A showing of hands at the close of this portion of the discussion indicated
substantial representation by companies having profit- sharing plans.

Setup Time In Incentives; Union and Standards
The group then turned its attention to a query from one of its members relating to the inclusion of setup time in production incentives. Response suggested this as sometimes effective, especially in a small company where an
operator may "get most of his money on —(the) setup —it is just a matter of
time until the setup pays him."
It was asked whether or not the employees' Union exercised a right to question standards for the incentives and an affirmative answer was given. This was
AU G U S T , 1 9 5 3
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succeeded by an inquiry into the use of machine overhead rates. A response —
which began by citing such rates as useful for approaches to cost reduction,
flexible budgeting, and profit - sharing --- closed by transferring the discussion to
the broad subject of decentralization, particularly as to whether or not it resulted
in economies.
Decentralization
This initial speaker on the topic suggested that it was a matter of company
size and complexity and conceded increased overhead from change to decentralization, which must be retrieved in better management and control. This concession was not confirmed by a second speaker who supplied the example of his
own company which decentralized, starting with accounting, six or seven years
ago, without increasing staff personnel. The move was preceded by a study of
the company's seventeen plants and of principal staff functions. A comparative
list of current personnel and of the staff to be required under decentralization
was prepared, he indicated.
The discussion leader contributed the experience of his company, in brief, at
this point and stated that decentralization is workable in spite of some duplication of effort, that it depends on the particular plan. Another participant offered
the thought that the "tremendous increase of distribution cost" is "pushing for
decentralization." In his remarks, he drew attention to methods of keeping
track of return on investments.
Developing Data on Return from Operations
The matter of studying return on investment was considered from several
angles. One participant disclosed a procedure for studying industries and companies, through review of financial statements, as to turnover and return on
sales, for comparability, and also the development for some 200 leading United
States companies of a figure for "return per employee."
Another speaker pointed to the doubtful value of return on investment
figures, if assets figures are used as a base, because of economic events over the
years. Still another called for definition of terms and suggested that obtaining
figures for return on gross or fixed assets is preferable to trying to show return
on equities. It was also suggested that the current trend toward higher fixed
capital cost for the sake of lower unit operating costs, involves a new type of
risk.
By way of summary, the discussion group leader expressed the thought that
methods of figuring return might all be effective if the "same common denomi1736
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nator" were used in all analyses. He spoke also of the averaging of assets among
company units and pointed out that this might obscure the separate situations
of these units, as to return, especially where the plants differed markedly in age.
Cosf Reduction
Mass production industries were advanced as the central area for cost reduction by a member of the group who exihibted one of his company's products, a
bolt and nut, and commented that, on certain types of equipment, it would cost
many times the tenth of a cent which is its current unit production cost. He
stated, "When one company will manufacture a product for literally thousands
of other companies and with very little changeover of any kind, then it can
just knock the tar out of the cost." The necessity of parts interchangeability to
achieve this situation was emphasized by the discussion leader.
A hazard in cost reduction efforts was pointed up when the matter of perspective in conducting them came in for discussion. It was inquired what a
company should do to avoid drastic reduction in, say, maintenance, at great
future cost in deterioration of equipment. One antidote in this particular eventuality was given as separate departmentalization of maintenance on a plant -wide
basis, taking this responsibility off of operating foremen, but it was also commented that failure to attend to maintenance needs suggests shortsightedness in
a foreman.
Pay -O$ Period —How Long?
Discussion spotlight turned briefly on the question of pay -off periods as prerequisite determinations to purchasing equipment. The point was raised by a
member of the group, engaged in teaching, who reported that one of his graduate students had been posing this question to businessmen in connection with
a study. Those who took up the discussion on this point conceded that requirements for a limited pay -off period may often inhibit progressive investment in
plant. One speaker said that the product mattered and that purchase of equipment to produce a "standard item" might be more readily made than if a different risk were being taken. It was commented, also, that this was a situation
in which managerial insight counted.
Redetermination and Renegotiation
The subject of statistical quality control was before the group just long
enough to receive emphatic favorable mention, when an inquiry on the interrelaAU G US T , 1953
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tionship of government contract price redetermination and renegotation secured
the attention of those present for the remainder of the available time. One idea
was contributed that, "you can establish much better relationships —if the money
goes back to the government through renegotiation —and then back to the department that issued the contract." Another member commented that price
redetermination contracts made it possible to get in agreement with one set
of government personnel —the auditors —and then to iron out remaining differences with the renegotiation staff.
One member of the group sought to know the experience of companies having
the Government as a "regular customer in peacetime." The question of voluntary reduction of prices was then discussed and a warning sounded against
going too far with it. The relationship of simultaneous civilian and government business, when regular products are sold to the Government, was taken
up.
In this connection, a case from the vegetable oil industry was cited. As there
was no set dealer price, the sales to the Government were negotiated and, the
member felt, rather satisfactory results obtained. It was suggested that the
pattern of civilian business prices may often be followed in government business but it was also pointed out that it is possible for the Government to insist
on marginal prices for the added product required by its needs.
There was also considered what the effect of co- existing loss and profit contracts would have in renegotiation.
A discussion of the value of co- operative relationships between government
and company personnel followed.

1740
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Mass Production Industries —Soft Goods
Discussion Leader: HARRY ROBERTS
Head, Systems and Procedures Departments, Crown Zellerbach, Corp., San Francisco, Calif.

M

R. ROBERTS WAS INTRODUCED by Moritz E. Pape, Chairman of the Tech-

nical Program Committee for the Conference. A roll call of industry
group subclassifications opened the discussion and disclosed that there were
present representatives of the container, paper, textile and other industries. The
discussion proceedings got off to a prompt start with a question concerning
application of penny elimination and proceded to somewhat extended discussion
of how to simplify and economize in invoicing. The use of direct costing in
pricing received passing mention before the group became engrossed in the
matter of carrying labor costs to products in multiproduct situations. The greatest amount of time accorded any single topic was then devoted to equipment
replacement considerations on the spur of a question relevant to it. Just touching
on the topics of industry ratios and statistical approaches to accounting, the
final portion of the allotted time was given over to ways of lightening the chore
of processing accounts payable.
Penny Elimination
A member connected with a paperboard manufacturing company opened the
discussion by describing use of cents elimination in conversion cost recording,
the dollar difference thus brought into the elimination account being closed
annually to general manufacturing expense ($25 the past year) and the odd
pennies being carried forward. This evoked the comparable experience of another participant in which, among other things, incoming materials are recorded
at standard cost in whole dollars, the plant operating statements do not show
cents, and payroll distribution is likewise subjected to penny elimination. Saving
in calculating work, particularly on adding machines, was mentioned.
An additional comment on this topic reported the extension of the cents
elimination principle to reduction in the number of decimal places to which
paper tonnages are carried on monthly statements, resulting in time saving both
in the underlying work and in typing. The same speaker indicated that, in the
accounts, his company carries forward a "general ledger odd cent account —
(which) never amounts to anything great."
AU G US T , 1953
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Invoicing Problems
A participant in the discussion disclosed his company's problem of billing
dealers, involving four or five thousand invoices a month and up to eighty or
ninety thousand items, and inquired about the practicability of photographic
processes, perhaps working from the order form, to obtain the necessary copies
speedily.
The first response took up the point of provision of billing data in acceptable
form by the salesmen and spelled out a billing procedure starting in this way.
As narrated, a manifold billing form is used by the company, which makes
rodeo clothes and woolen suits, and an addressograph listing of customers is
availed of, coded as to special billing requirements, like number of invoices
required. One of the copies of the form, intended to be returned to the salesman, is provided with a detachable stub on which commission is computed.
This is retained as an office record for each salesman's account. It was also
stated that the form set includes copies for posting and one for shipping,
together with a final (bottom) copy on heavier stock than the others, which is
designed as a sorting medium to obtain variety of classified data for cost of
sales, items sold by style number, etc. It was stated that salesmen have made
some objection to initiating all the data required but that the system is relatively
new and is expected to give ultimate satisfaction.
Returning to the question of photographic duplication, an instance was given
in which "sensitized paper" is used for reports and schedules, avoiding typing
and proof- reading processes. Confirming instances were indicated by two other
participants.
The discussion then turned back to the invoicing problem. A spirit reproduction routine, under which branches write the order and send the master to the
general office was described. This master is then passed on to the factory for
notation as to copies needed for service, especially back orders, going from
there to the shipping department and then to the billing department where
billing and necessary reproductions are performed. It was advanced that the
billing process was accelerated by the procedure and, more particularly, that the
service department —from its inspection of the master and from the opportunity
to specify copies needed —was able to do a better job for customers.
Attention to the billing problem ended with the suggestion, directed to the
initial query —the use of photographic process to speed up volume billing —
that tabulating equipment be made use of instead. In support of this suggestion,
a case was narrated in which order - taking was centralized in an order desk —
receiving from telephone calls, purchase orders through the mail or from sales1742
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men —where orders were edited and delivered to the tabulating department in
midafternoon. This processing resulted in invoice preparation the same day
and shipment from the warehouse, completely documented, the next afternoon
or the following morning, and invoices then mailed to customers. The use of
pre - punched tabulating cards was recommended.
Direct Costing and Pricing
An exchange of comments on the usefulness of direct costing in the pricing
problem served as an interlude in the discussion proceedings. It started when
a member pointed out that the sales department was in the habit of asking
him for "the complete cost, not just part of it." Another participant stated that
pricing work in the accounting department consisted of cost studies for guidance
and that, in practice, the question was passed on to the plant producing the
product (paper). Another speaker said, "We use direct costing (techniques)
quite frequently, but
we figure (at) normal capacity also. If the sales depart...
ment wants to know what prices they should get, in order to make a certain
profit, we tell them."
Many Operations for Machines) —One Operation
The plant unit or department which processes a number of products, with
employees commonly working on more than one during the day, was placed in
the limelight by one of the group members, who stated that he had a garment
manufacturer in mind and requested suggestions on how to distribute labor cost.
At present the company is distributing cost on a piece rate basis but lacks the
means to tie this in readily with payroll labor because operator skill levels and
operations performed do not always agree. The representative of a manufacturer of rodeo outfits acknowledged the same problem and described a unit or
quantity system of distributing the day's wages. Clocking in and out on each
operation was given as a part of the procedure followed, in order to have record
of the operations performed and the departmental rate applying, there being
separate rates for departments —as for jeans, woolens, etc., and indirect labor.
The somewhat analogous character of the tableting operation in production
of pharmaceuticals was brought up and it was pointed out that "one man can
supervise or can operate as many as three to five tableting machines, that may
be producing different types of tablets." It was suggested that the operator might
be regarded as fractional (say one - fifth) for each product involved, if that was
the appropriate calculation, and performance compared with standard on that
AU G U S T , 1953
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basis. In contrast, it was objected by three members, in successive comments,
that performance can best be judged by battery or machine, without going
through the labor of trying to get a record of variances by product, although
product costing might benefit from recognition of fractional time of an operator
in tending machines making more than one item.
Working Up Salesmen's Commissions
The instance of a company paying a fixed commission rate to some 500 salesmen on forty products, but on collections rather than sales, was set forth, with
request for a way of introducing variations in the commission rate on products
without rendering the procedure unworkable. The inquirer emphasized the
importance of the payment of commissions on collections only, by stating, "We
don't want to encourage accounts receivable by commission paid on sales." This
emphasis seemed unimportant to one or two members who suggested integration
of procedures for charging the salesmen with goods and figuring commissions
at the same time, perhaps by use of tabulating equipment.
Replacing Old Machinery
An extreme form of the replacement problem was offered to the group by
representatives of both the paper and the textile industries who reported prospective or past replacement of equipment acquired in the last century as well
as more recent acquisitions. With respect to paper, the question posed was how
to tell whether a machine was "making enough money." In particular, resistance
to replacement was encountered because the production from these old machines
was not being charged with depreciation and because, all things considered,
maintenance did not seem excessive. The cost of textile machinery was brought
up as similar and the speaker indicated that the older machinery, if it had to
bear today's cost, would be regarded as producing no return at all. Here the
resistance to replacement had been based on the desire for rapid "payout" of
new equipment.
In response it was suggested that worthwhile measurement of comparative
operating value could be obtained if, first, it was ascertained that there was a
market for the added production of new equipment, that then the production
on the old equipment could be priced, costs deducted, and net compared with
similar results computed for the new equipment. In respect of the new machine,
it was pointed out that depreciation would be a major cost and that interest on
investment should also be considered. In response to an inquiry as to whether
1744
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this amounted to comparing direct costs for old machinery with "total" cost
for operation of new machinery, the speaker answered that it was a question
of "complete" costs all around, that net profit on each machine should be
arrived at.
As a related point, one member of the discussion group warned that replacements commonly resulted in changeover and operating adjustment costs, perhaps
as much as 10 per cent increase for a considerable length of time, and that these
are often not brought up as a factor in the figuring the "payout" period. Discussion of this point revolved around the cause of the "bad programming"
which gave rise to the cost increases, i.e., whether the cause was a necessary
reduction in earnings potential for a time or whether better engineering would
avoid the situation.
The replacement problem with respect to trucks was next offered, somewhat
along the lines of the discussion immediately preceding. It was explained that,
at the request of operating management, a comparative profit and loss statement
for old and new equipment had been made out. This disclosed high operating
(oil consumption) and maintenance costs of the old equipment, more than offsetting increased depreciation for new trucks.
At this juncture, a direct costing approach was referred to as, in general, a
sound basis for replacement decisions but only if all costs specifically related
to alternatives were considered to be direct, such as a full -time supervisor
required for new equipment. The goal was indicated to be determining effect
on unit and over -all profit "if you find you can do all these things without
increasing overhead."
Vendors' Invoices
After the questions of obtaining serviceable profit and loss statement ratios
and of applying sampling techniques in costing were raised and briefly commented upon, the current of discussion turned to the processing of accounts
payable, with stress on searching for economies in this task. The subject was
brought up in a suggestion that items be paid first and verified later in order
to make sure of receipt of discounts. The remainder of the discussion of the
subject focussed on reduction of checking.
In this connection, the practice of not checking invoices less than $50, at
least before payment, was reported and the experience of large companies was
instanced to support the case for paying invoices ahead of verification and for
reducing verification work.
AU G US T , 1953
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The Job Order Industries
Discussion Leader: PAUL M. HERRING
Vice President and Controller, Kutztown Foundry & Machine Corporation, Kutztown, Pennsylvania

by J. Kiernan White of the Technical Program Committee for the Conference. After giving a brief summary of the
job order method of costing Mr. Herring opened the meeting for discussion.
How to get satisfactory job cost results with less detail drew first attention, as
related to the construction and printing industries, respectively, and was followed
by the topic of application of overtime premium to defense contract costs. Successive discussion of the pricing of replacement parts and of how to handle development costs in the accounts and for tax purposes then occupied the floor,
followed by presentation of two instances of direct cost application and a concluding review of procedures for handling disposition of capital assets.

M

R. HE RRI N G WAS IN TROD UCED

Reducing the Detail in Job Cosfing— Construction
There was considerable discussion of whether or not in a job shop it was
necessary to collect detailed costs on each job and compare with estimated costs.
While the opinion was expressed that each job must be made to stand on its own
feet, both cost -wise and profit -wise, and that this necessitated detailed costing
of each job, the general feeling seemed to be that this was not necessary and
that much could be done to reduce the detail in job costing, particularly where a
large number of rather similar small jobs were involved. It was suggested that
predetermined costing rates, percentages and ratios based on past experience, and
statistical sampling might be used to reduce the accounting overhead associated
with job costing.
The experience of one company in the asphalt paving industry with predetermined costs was cited as an example. In the past, the company had spent a
great deal of time developing and checking the costs of many individual jobs.
While there had been rather wide variations between estimated and actual costs
on individual jobs, the net difference when all jobs were combined was relatively small. The company developed predetermined costs for charging individual jobs, writing off currently as variances the difference between the total
predetermined and total actual cost. In the predetermined costs, material is included using a weighted percentage for each ingredient at current market prices,
labor is stated at a predetermined rate per ton of material, haulage is stated at
1746
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a predetermined percentage of material and labor, and predetermined site costs
are added.
There was some discussion of the importance in total cost in this sort of operation of the cost of transporting the mixed product to the site. It was agreed
that, in the case cited, transportation cost was important and was carefully
checked on the larger jobs but that it was possible on the small jobs to use a
predetermined average rate and omit all comparisions between estimated and
actual costs for the individual small jobs.
A somewhat similar situation relating to specialized work in the building industry was described. In this case, approximately 80 per cent of the jobs had
a value of less than $300. Prices were usually quoted on a measured or quantity basis, although some were on a time basis. The sites of the jobs were scattered widely. In this case it was found that predetermined rates based on original
measurements and estimates of quantity and time could be used, omitting detailed costing of individual jobs, without a great variation between the total estimated and actual cost of the job, and with much saving of time in resurveying
the jobs.
As a result of the discussion, it was suggested by one of the participants that
in those companies having a large number of small jobs it was not worthwhile
to hold a "post - mortem" to determine whether or not a profit had been made
on each $300 job. The development of ratios and percentages for the various
components, based on past experience and related to current costs of components, was suggested as a means of providing the date needed for estimating. Another idea put forward was that statistical sampling might be applied to a portion of the jobs and compared with the cost breakdown for all jobs, to get the
information needed for pricing and measuring current performance.
Reduction of Detail in Job Costing— Printing
The discussion revealed that the printing industry had the same problems.
While the cost of jobs may vary considerably from estimates when considered
individually, there was a tendency for the costs above estimates to be offset by
costs below estimate, with the result that the net variation for all jobs was small.
The opinion was expressed that, under these circumstances, there was some question as to the value of the detailed costing for each job and comparison of actual
costs with the estimate. This was countered by recital of the practice of one
company of allowing salesmen to set selling prices and holding them responsible
to management for the profit on jobs sold. Under this arrangement, detailed
job costs were considered necessary.
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The experience of one printing company with thousands of orders per month
was described. At one time it was reasoned that each order must stand on its
own feet and show a profit. Later orders were grouped and average costs by
groups was used for pricing. However, it was found that this did not provide
the information needed for cost control and reduction. For this purpose it was
necessary to discuss the estimated and actual cost of an individual job with the
foremen and operators. While this company now uses group costs for some purposes, they have not been able to completely get away from the costing of some
individual jobs because of the need for locating out -of -line performance and the
reasons for it.
Applying Overtime Premium to Government Contracts
In the discussion of the application of the cost of overtime premiums to government contracts, it was pointed out that the problem arises when a cost center,
department or plant works on both commercial and government production. It
is not practical to assume that the job worked on during the overtime hours is responsible for the overtime. Three different methods of handling the problem
were discussed.
One company accumulates overtime premiums by cost centers and apportions
it between the government work and the commercial work in the same ratio as
the number of man hours for each bears to total man hours in the cost center.
This method has been accepted by the government auditor. Other companies
represented used the same method.
Another company was reported as using the same theory but gained the desired result by including overtime premiums in burden, since burden was applied on a labor hour basis.
A third company was reported as applying overtime as a direct labor charge.
This company has a standard 45 -hour work week with 5 hours per week at
overtime rates. The week's pay, including overtime premiums, divided by 45
gives the hourly rate for costing both government and commercial business.
Any small variance at the end of the week is included in burden.
Referring to commercial work only, it was reported that one company follows
the practice of excluding overtime premiums from such work, except on special
jobs where the customer authorizes overtime to assure early delivery. To avoid
distorting job costs which are compared with standards, all premiums are charged
to variance accounts. When authorized by the customer, the premiums are withdrawn from the variance account and charged to the job.
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Pricing Replacement Parts
The statement was made that it often costs many times original cost to
manufacture in small quantities replacement parts for machinery and equipment
which has been sold in the past and discontinued, and the practice of companies in pricing this sort of business was solicited. Two rather opposite viewpoints were presented. One company has the policy of continuing to maintain
and service its products, no matter how old, and attempts to supply replacement parts at what they are worth on the current market. This often results in
a cost in excess of selling price. Another company quotes prices for replacement
parts at estimated current costs and, if the customer is not satisfied with the
price, he is referred to another supplier.
In a company manufacturing electronic equipment, the problem is magnified
by the constant change in equipment and the fact that it is not possible to keep
track of the user of the equipment. In this company, the cost of the tools and
dies is charged against the original equipment, but the tools and dies are retained for use in producing replacement parts. A storage problem has developed
because of the difficulty of determining the mortality of the original equipment
and estimating when there will be no more calls for parts.
It was pointed out by one participant that there are really two types of problems, one relating to expendable parts, which can be manufactured in large
production lots at intervals, and "spare" or other parts which are infrequently
replaced and perhaps should be produced and stocked at the time the main
machine or equipment is manufactured. Competition may reduce the profit in
expendable parts but it is not so much a factor in the part which is infrequently
replaced.
Capitalizing Development Costs
There was some discussion of the extent to which research and development
costs relating to new machines and equipment are deferred for both accounting
and tax purposes. Some liberalization in Federal tax policy in recent years was
referred to. In the past, where a saleable product was developed, it was held
that the development costs should be capitalized and written off over the sales
expectancy of the product. More recently it has been recognized that, where a
company carries on a continuing program of research and development, the
annual cost may be written off currently, even though new products with future
sales potentials have been developed.
The experience of a machinery manufacturer was cited to illustrate one of the
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difficulties in capitalizing development costs. It was the practice in this company
to capitalize all experimental and development costs, to estimate the future sales
of the style or type of machine to which the development applied, and to spread
the cost over these expected sales as a part of the cost of goods sold. Because
new developments and variations occurred on machines before the original development costs had been fully amortized, the total of such capitalized cost has
built up over a period of years to the point where it amounts to an annual
charge of around $200,000 to $300,000. The company is now requesting approval for tax purposes of the practice of charging off development cost currently instead of capitalizing them.
Direct Costing
In response to a question on company experience with direct costing in the
job lot industry, it was reported that one company in London, England, had
used direct costing for ten years, reporting profits from week to week and month
to month on a direct cost basis, and had found the method very useful. All
direct costs are charged to jobs, certain indirect costs are apportioned to types
of work, but no fixed costs are assigned.
The experience of another company, which had adopted direct costing this
year, was reported. This company, in addition to producing its standard product, does some job work. The opinion was expressed that direct costing is of
little value for cost estimating on specific jobs made to customer orders, where
a total cost needs to be developed for each job. In this company, an effort is
being made to assign such relatively fixed costs as set -up costs, order processing,
scheduling, etc., to specific jobs or orders, because on small orders these costs
become quite significant.
Handling the Disposition of Capital Assets
The experience of two companies in handling the disposition of capital assets
was described. One company with several plants has a program of continuous
audit of plant and equipment. A physical inventory of capital assets at each
plant is taken, usually once a year, and any changes from the previous inventory, not accounted for on the books, are investigated. Where equipment has
been retired from service in one plant or department, a memorandum is sent to
other plants and departments to determine whether there is any use for the
asset within the company. Equipment for which there is no need is sold for
scrap.
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In another company, the inventory of equipment is kept on punched cards.
Every three months each foreman receives a tabulated list of the equipment assigned to him, with a request to report any equipment not in the department.
This supplements a year -end physical inventory of equipment.
In response to a question on accounting for equipment scrapped, the following practice was described: The original cost and accumulated depreciation on
the equipment would be transferred to a scrap account with any costs involved
in scrapping the item. This account is credited with the sale of the equipment
as scrap. Any balance in this account is treated as a gain or loss on disposition
of capital assets.
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The Processing Industries
Discussion Leader: ELDON P. PRIEBE
Secretary and Treasurer, Bay Petroleum Corp., Denver, Colorado

L. Grout of the Technical Program
M . Committee, who describedbytheMilton
plan for the session and, from the cards
R. PRIEBE WAS INTRODUCED

prepared by the participants, read the names and company connections of those
present to provide an indication of the variety of processing industries present
at the session.
The first question started the group on a discussion of a subject which, in its
various ramifications, was to occupy the group for most of the period —the problem of accounting for the cost of idle capacity in processing plants. During the
session, this led into the subject of direct costing and the problem of volume in
processing plants. Other subjects considered were the classification of shipping
costs, the small order problem, and the control of small tools and supplies.
Idle Capacity Costs
The group was started on a discussion of accounting for the costs of idle
capacity by a question relating to overhead absorption in the pharmaceutical
plant. The company in question has followed the practice of absorbing all production costs, including fixed costs, in costing products through the use of rates
including both labor and overhead. In this company, a new department, established a few years ago to provide for future expansion, is now operating at considerably less than capacity due to product changes. Comments were solicited
on the proposal that the company adopt the practice of excluding a portion of
the fixed cost of this department from its product costs as a cost of idle capacity
and suggestions were requested as to the procedure for accomplishing this. It
was stated that this department has much multi - product equipment and that the
demand for these products tends to vary greatly, making it difficult to determine
what is normal capacity for the department.
It was suggested by a representative of a chemical company that the answer
to this problem might be the adoption of direct costing. Describing the difficulty his company had had in arriving at a normal capacity figure, due to a wide
range of products, he said there was also the problem of getting a logical or
equitable distribution to products of the costs of service departments scattered
widely through the plant. His company had overcome this problem through the
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adoption of direct costing at the beginning of 1953. Currently, products are
charged with direct costs only, with the difference between selling price and
direct cost measuring the contribution which each product and product line
makes to total fixed overhead and profit. However, for year -end reporting,
fixed costs are included in overhead. For this purpose, departmental normal
capacity has been based on a five -year moving average of past experience

Direct Costing
At this point, the comment was made by one participant that he had been
interested in direct costing for some time but had had difficulty in gaining management's acceptance of this method because of considerations arising out of
price redetermination and renegotiation in connection with government contracts. It was suggested that this should not have been a controlling factor
because it should be recognized that cost data developed in one way cannot be
made to serve all purposes and that, for certain purposes, costs need to be developed statistically off the books of accounts.
It was suggested, at this point, that there be a show of hands on the extent
to which direct costing had been adopted or was of interest to the companies
represented in the group. Some 35 companies were represented. The show of
hands indicated that two of the companies were using direct costing, six were
actively considering it, and four felt that the method was not applicable to
their companies. When it was suggested that the number indicating that direct
costing was being seriously considered might have been reduced because of the
difficulty accountants had experienced or expected to experience in gaining
management's approval of direct costing, a show of hands was requested on the
question, "If you were running the business and not using direct costing, would
you change to it ?" Eleven of those present answered in the affirmative.

Idle Capacity Costs Again
The question of accounting for the costs related to capacity continued in the
limelight when a question was raised on accounting for the cost of a plant
which, because of technological changes, will never be used to produce the
product for which it was designed but may later be converted for the processing
of other products. The question related to whether the unsalvaged costs of this
plant and standby costs of maintaining it should be charged to current production or should be written off directly to profit and loss. It was reported that
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one company had certain costs in connection with a new building which would
be occupied later, which were not considered proper costs to be capitalized, and
that these costs were being written off directly to profit and loss rather than
being included as current product costs.
This led to a discussion of the extent to which the cost of idle capacity was
excluded from product costing in the various industries and companies represented
in the group. It was pointed out that, in petroleum refining, the cost of idle
capacity is included in the cost of production. One participant pointed out that,
where sales at established prices fall below productive capacity, there are two
alternatives— adjust production to sales and have increased costs because of idle
capacity or produce at capacity and dispose of the production by cutting prices.
This led to a discussion of whether the sales or production departments are
responsible for the loss of profits under each of these alternatives.
Processing Costs Versus Total Cost
There followed a discussion of the role of cost accounting in those processing
industries where raw material represents a large part of total costs and the price
of the raw material and the finished product are both established by the market.
It was reported that in the production of corn syrup and starches the raw material cost represents 85 per cent of total cost. In petroleum refining it was estimated that approximately 75 per cent of the amount realized from sales represented the cost of the raw product. Somewhat similar figures were cited for the
meat packing and fisheries industries, and a figure of around 40 per cent for
the baking industry. Because of the relatively small margin for processing costs
and the considerable investment in productive capacity, companies in these
industries find that the rate of operation has a most important effect on processing costs and profits, although it may not have too great effect, percentagewise,
on total product costs consisting in large part of the cost of raw material.
Joint and By- Products
It was pointed out that, in most of these industries, the cost of the raw material in the finished product is influenced considerably by the yield of main
products and by- products or joint products of a lesser value. There were comments on this from representatives of the corn products, meat packing, petroleum
and fish packing industries. In most of these industries, it is customary to treat
the net yield from the by- products as a deduction from the cost of the main
product. One of the problems experienced in many of these industries was
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reported as the difficulty of establishing a normal or expected yield for main
products for raw materials, which varied considerably. It was suggested that
the problem was in determining to what extent the yield had been influenced
by the quality of the raw product and to what extent by the processing opera ions. It was concluded that, in most cases, the standard of recovery had to be
based on experience, and changed when experience changed.
Classification of Shipping Expense
There was considerable discussion of whether shipping costs should be
treated as a cost of sales or as a selling or distribution cost. It was agreed that
shipping costs should not be included in inventory valuations, but at least two
Of those present were inclined to disagree with the viewpoint of their company
auditors that such costs should be included in selling expenses. It was suggested that a third alternative might be to treat shipping costs as a deduction
from sales —a reduction in net realization from sales. A representative of a
company in the lumber industry reported that in his company a separate account
classification was carried for shipping costs. Selling costs were described as the
costs of getting an order and processing it through the office, whereas shipping
costs included the costs of warehousing the product and loading it on cars and
trucks. Because of bulk and weight, this cost was considered sufficiently important in this lumber company to justify a classification separate from either cost
of sales or selling expense.
It was suggested by the Chairman that, perhaps, in the final analysis the
answer depended on organization. Where the shipping department is an adjunct
of the factory or production side of the business, treatment of shipping costs as
costs of goods sold would appear to be logical because they are thus classified
under the executive responsible for controlling them.
The Small Order Problem
A question was raised on how companies deal with the small order problem.
A representative of one company stated that in his company 90 per cent of total
transactions (line extensions on an invoice) represented only 15 to 20 per cent
of total volume. He pointed out that the paper work and other costs of handling such small orders was out of proportion to the amounts involved and
inquired what other companies were doing.
It was reported that one company had made some saving by grouping all
small orders and eliminating them from the sales analysis applied to all other
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orders. A representative of a chemical company reported that in his company
they had made a study of the cost of invoicing and filling orders and had used
the information in the development of price schedules.
That the problem relates to manufacturing as well as order filling was illustrated by a description of the experience of one company manufacturing greases
and lubricating oils. A study was made to determine economical lots, and salesmen were informed that no orders to customers' specifications were to be accepted which did not reach a minimum sales value. The minimum sales value
and price included production costs, and normal factory and distribution overhead. In addition to orders to customers' specifications, the company also sold
"off the shelf." In this case, the company discouraged its salesmen from selling
below a minimum order size, with good results.
One suggestion for handling the problem, where small orders are numerous,
was to set up a separate retail or small order department, charging the orders of
such a department with the additional cost of operations.
Control of Small Tools, Maintenance and Operating Supplies
There was some discussion of practice in inventorying, issuing and accounting for small tools and maintenance and operating supplies. The feeling was
expressed that it should be possible to cut down on the clerical cost of handling
such tools and supplies. A study made by one company had revealed that 90
per cent of the requisitions represented 10 per cent of the value of such material
issued. Based on this study, the company established a general stores inventory
figure, using an average of the past five years, and adopted the practice of charging such stores to expense as purchased. Stores are still issued on requisitions,
using an inexpensive memo pad for the purpose, but no accounting record of
requistions is kept.
In another company, much the same problem was encountered in connection
with maintenance stores. In this case, the maintenance stores inventory was
written off with the concurrence of the outside auditor, and supplies are charged
currently to expense as purchased, basing the account charged on the last previous maintenance job performed.
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Service Industries
Discussion Leader: CHARLES R. ISRAEL
Treasurer and Business Manager, Aero Mayflower Transit Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

by Carl E. Lindquist, National Vice President.
In opening the session, Mr. Israel pointed out the variety of service
industries represented by the group including representatives from utilities
(natural gas, gas and electric), transportation (railroads, airlines, bus and truck
lines), telephone companies, dairy companies and finance companies.
This group discussed quite a variety of topics, most of them of particular
significance to the service industries. Because many of these industries are subject to governmental regulations, including prescribed accounting systems, many
of the comments related to the difficulty of accomplishing some of the results
through accounting, that are attained in other industries not so closely regulated.

M

R. ISRAEL WAS INTRODUCED

Financing Higher Replacement Cost
Discussion of the problem of financing the replacement of equipment used
by service industries was sparked by a question from a municipal controller on
whether utilities and other industries using trucks considered the replacement
cost of trucks in arriving at the rates and prices for their services. It was
pointed out that, in the case of utilities, the state utility commissions have insisted that costs for rate - making purposes include depreciation based on original
cost. Ohio was mentioned as an exception.
The opinion was expressed by an accountant in industry that, for costing
purposes, depreciation should be based on original cost, and that funds for
replacement at higher price levels must come out of accumulated profits. This
view was countered by another accountant from industry who stated that the
heavy equipment in his company had a life of 30 to 40 years and that, under
present conditions, this meant that the cost of replacing equipment was several
times original cost. He questioned whether the amount which would need to be
retained to finance replacement was really profit or resulted from understated
costs.
The suggestion was made that one solution was to rent equipment, but this
brought forth the response that the operating company might as well have the
profit as the rentor. This individual subscribed to the idea that higher replacement costs should be financed out of earnings and stated that his company—
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a railroad —had gone one step further by appropriating earned surplus for the
purpose, thus giving notice to stockholders that this amount of earned surplus
was not available for dividends. Agreeing that the idea of appropriated surplus
had merit, a member with a trucking company reported that, in his company,
no decision on dividends was made until after the cash budget for the coming
period had been prepared and provision made for financing the replacement
of rolling stock.
The statement that perhaps the appropriation of surplus might have the
additional advantage of evidence of the need for the funds in cases involving
Section 102 of the Revenue Act, led to a response from a member who had had
some recent experience with a case under Section 102, that an appropriation of
surplus to finance the introduction of a new product had not been accepted as
evidence of the need for the accumulation of surplus in this particular case.
There was the added suggestion that the reasons for accumulating funds should
be recorded in the minutes of board and stockholder meetings.
In response to an inquiry on how the airlines finance the purchase of new
equipment, it was stated that purchase of new equipment had been made at
short enough intervals so that increased prices due to inflation had not been as
much of a problem as the need for larger and faster planes. The larger planes
have cost around a million and a quarter dollars each, compared with around
$100,000 for the earlier smaller planes, without a corresponding increase in
capacity, even when considering the greater speed. Funds to purchase the new
equipment have come partly from the sale of used equipment to foreign lines
and feeder lines, from funds provided by past depreciation provisions, from
sale of common and preferred stocks, and by the issuance of equipment notes.
In some cases, airlines have set aside cash for equipment purchase on their balance sheets, transferring it from the current to the noncurrent section of the
statement.
Preservation of Records
In response to a question on what companies are doing to assure preservation
of records in an emergency, the experience of several companies was recited.
One large utility which uses tabulating equipment prepares duplicate tabulations
of its balance sheet and general ledger accounts which are stored at another
locality. Operating figures are not duplicated, because these are on file with the
state utility commission in another city. In the case of maps of the utility
system, particularly the underground system, microfilming is used to provide
the duplicate records.
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The practice of title companies of microfilming all records and storing in a
location away from their offices was mentioned, as was the practice of the city
of Cincinnati in reworking its title records, preparing photostatic copies, after
which the original records are stored in newly - constructed sturdy basement
vaults.
In one company with numerous plants throughout the country, various methods of assuring the preservation of records are used. Important past records have
been microfilmed and the microfilm placed at a location different from the
location of the original record. Carbon copies of important current documents
are prepared and mailed to a locality different from the point of origin. In
some cases certain figures are sent daily by teletype to another plant.
When the use of microfilming to reduce storage space was mentioned, several
of the representatives of utilities complained that the requirements of state and
federal regulatory commissions made it difficult to accomplish much in this area.
In the words of one participant, "They permit you to microfilm and destroy the
records which you would destroy in any case, but those which really pile up
they won't accept for microfilming."
Responsibility Accounting
A representative of a utility described his company's favorable experience
with "responsibility accounting" tied in with budgeting. In forecasting on a
thirteen - period basis, each department is required to prepare a budget in terms
of people, man hours and dollar cost, and is held responsible for meeting these
estimates. Man hour budgeting is stressed as a means of effective control, although there is also a detailed dollar and cents budget by nature of expenditure.
This led to a question on the extent to which service companies are using
performance comparisons both within their own company and others, to improve
performance and to reduce costs. The experience of a transportation company
with a number of large stations was cited. Here the assignment of a representative of the controller's department to study and compare performance in
the field had resulted in a reduction of out -of -line costs to the point where the
operating department had requested transfer of this individual to the operating
department. It was felt that this was not the answer because the individual
would be less effective if he reported to the division being surveyed. It was
agreed, however, that there was considerable value in making performance comparisons, particularly on a man -hour basis, and that much could be accomplished
within the individual service organization without comparisons with other
companies. The point was made that, in addition to comparisons between deAU G US T , 1953
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partments or divisions of an organization, such comparisons, when accumulated for a period of time were most useful as indications of trends.
Representatives of the utilities expressed the opinion that, in spite of the
uniform accounting systems required by regulating agencies, there was not
sufficient uniformity in the way in which costs were classified by different companies to make comparisons reliable. One accountant in industry suggested that,
if large enough units or groups of costs were used, the comparisons would be
more meaningful because the relative size of the differences due to classification
would be less.
Because the uniform chart of accounts required by the Interstate Commerce
Commission is not well- designed for cost accounting, it was reported that one
company in the trucking industry followed the practice of using a larger number of accounts and then combining them for I.C.C. purpose. This had caused
some difficulty. The suggestion was made that this might be overcome by using
a sub - ledger for the break -down, controlled by the I.C.C. accounts in the general
ledger.
One application of the use of standard costs in service industries was referred
to. Some of the airlines have been able to make some use of standards in connection with maintenance and overhaul work. Their use has not been too successful because of the lack of standardization in overhaul practice arising from
different viewpoints among the maintenance and operating people on whether
a plane should receive some maintenance each time it comes in or should be
given a complete overhaul after a specified period of service. In a few cases,
there has been enough standardization of the work so that the standards can be
used for billing when maintenance work is done for other lines.
Applying the Operating Costs of Trucks
The group discussed the problem of assigning or distributing the operating
costs of trucks to the jobs or activities worked on. The practice of one company
in accumulating these costs in clearing accounts by five types of trucks, before
assignment, was described. In this company, per mile and, in the case of heavier
equipment, per hour rates are used in applying this cost to the jobs or activities
worked on. This led to the question of whether anyone had found a way of
making this assignment without the use of a daily truck ticket and whether it
was practical to apply truck operating cost as a part of labor burden on the
theory that there was a direct relationship between labor and truck usage. It
was stated that in the trucking industry, miles, time and wages were used as
bases of application, depending on the circumstances.
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Time of Payment to Vendors

in

One participant with a company using cycle billing inquired how many of the
companies represented followed the practice of paying bills daily instead of on
certain key payment dates each month. A show of hands indicated that eight
companies followed the practice. The member raising the question stated that,
in his company, it was found that cycle billing resulted in the receipt of funds
each day and that the daily payment of invoices in place of payment on key
dates appeared logical for this reason and helped to even up the load. A representative of a company operating a number of restaurants and processing approximately 15,000 invoices a week described how his company, which receives
daily deliveries, had persuaded vendors to bill daily so that punched card
making distributions, thus avoiding
equipment could be used continuously
peak loads. The charges are accumulated and paid on a weekly, bi- weekly or
monthly basis. This company uses the thirteen period calendar and has had
some difficulty because utilities will bill only on a monthly basis.
Office Help
Two steps which had been used to counter the present shortage of office help
were described. In one company a night shift is used in the office, from 5 to
12 p.m. It was found that some employees are available at these hours who
would not be available during the regular work day. Hourly rates, about halfway between regular and overtime rates, are paid for this work.
Another company with around 400 employees has, for a number of years,
employed high school juniors for regular part-time work, the hours usually running from 4 to 6 p.m. daily and all day Saturday. They are able to get the pick
of the class and many stay on as full -time employees after high - school graduation.
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Extraction Industries
Discussion Leader: JESSE G. KLINE
Manager Consolidated Accounting, Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia, Penna.

of Mr. Kline by Nels Nelson, N.A.C.A. National
RVice- President, the discussion
group on extraction industries began with obLLOWI N G I N T ROD U CT I ON

servation by the leader that a number of such industries were represented by
those present, including oil, coal and coke and copper mining, as well as by participants connected with companies outside of the extraction field. Also introductorily, as it turned out, was an initial inquiry concerning the applicability of
direct costing to extractive industries, especially its relationship to the by- product
costing problem. This proved to be a new thought to the group and no extensive responses were elicited.
As a whole, the discussion which occupied the session time, held to topics in
which the characteristics of extractive industries, especially oil, were uppermost
features. In doing so, there was some coverage of oil product costing, preproduction costs in oil, the gas -oil cost allocation problem, accounting for underground
equipment in copper mining, material costing to products in oil and lumber,
overhead costs, use of electronic equipment in accounting, accelerated amortization for defense facilities, geological costs in oil development, and seaweed
processing.
Cost Centers in the Oil Industry
The costing situation of the oil industry was introduced by the chairman with
the comment that, in oil processing, types of costs —like fuel, chemicals etc. —
might be called direct and some types of labor of a standby or supervisory nature
might be called fixed costs. This led, through questions by participants, to a general description of the objectives and some of the details of costing in the oil
refining company represented by the chairman, in which cost centers are processing units, actual costs are placed on the books, performance standards are applied
in memorandum to obtain variances for reports to plant management (with a
rule that all variances over five per cent be reported) and forecast product costs
"for every product that would ultimately be made from that crude" are developed "every budget period" to assist in marketing operations. In this procedure,
as applied, for particular example, to asphalt costs, it was stated,
"Our management is guided almost exclusively by forecast
costs—We have our greatest
interest in informing our sales management of what we e xp e ct o ur co st to b e b y th e
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major products in the line. And we're also prepared to inform them of the compoto the refining gate —And,
nents of these costs —the manufacturing element in bulk
also, in the form of fixed and variable —That puts the sales manager in the position of
knowing —at what point he'll —just break -even and, above that point, what contribution
he'll make to all forms of fixed costs."
It was noted that this method discloses the effects of volume and is an incentive to sales management to try for profitable volume, the unit costs supplied
being tied to the volume which the marketing unit "previously submitted in (its)
basic budget."
A brief discussion of the method of arriving at forecast product costs was
given, involving, "first breaking down the expenses of the pipe stills to the
elements that come out of (the) particular crude" and carrying "those items of
expense over to the treating and finishing point." Involved also, is the distribution of labor and other items of expense "over all maintenance general expense
to the various crudes, on the basis of actual still hours," distributing "the actual
cost of what the standard consumption has been" and working "to the cost of
a particular crude."
Discovery and Other Expenses
The "locale" of the discussion was taken, by change of topic, from refinery
costs to those costs in the oil industry which precede any production. After some
comments on the nature and names of these costs and some portrayal of the
scope which they are coming to assume in all companies in the industry, large or
small, by reason of the advent of more extensive prospecting methods, like seismographing, attention was turned to the accounting treatment of these costs.
It was indicated, generally, that capitalization of such costs will follow upon
discovery of a "producer" but that determination that the lease holds only a dry
hole, and its consequent abandonment, will justify a charge -off. Difference between treatment for general accounting and for tax purposes was touched on.
What Costs for Oil and What for Gas?
The puzzling problem of the relationship of gas and oil production costs was
brought up. Several suggestions were made with respect to the situation resulting
when the primary objective is oil production and gas is pumped back "to produce more oil." One was that it was a cost of saving gas, another that it was an
oil production cost, and a third that it was a lease operating cost.
For the situation in which the present objective might be to produce both gas
and oil, it was suggested that, "if you have a producer which is straight oil and
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one which is straight gas, and —a third one which is a combination — allocate
the expenses of production of crude oil and gas to the average of what pure
gas and crude oil production have (cost) ".
Charging Off Equipment in Copper Production
A question directed to a representative of a copper company turned attention,
for the moment, from oil to metal mining. The speaker responding described
the industry practice of charging off to expense all equipment "that goes below
ground." Members of the oil industry then checked a number of features of
depletion practice for tax purposes, including rate, and salvage allowances, with
the corresponding situation in copper.
Oil and Lumber Costing Compared
Following this mention of copper accounting practices and along the same
idea of industry practice comparisons, the discussion then turned for an extended
period to the extractive industries' problem of how to allocate material costs
fairly among end products. This discussion was carried on with the active participation of representatives of both the oil and lumber industries.
The oil industry practice of selling crude to refining departments at market
price was described, with the response by a lumber industry participant that, with
respect to logs sent to other plants for processing, "we still want to know how
much it costs us, within our own operations." He then pointed out that logs,
for the purpose of producing veneer, can be graded into A, B and C "faces,"
corresponding in a way to grades of crude oil. The discussion proceeded descriptively and largely without specific resolution of problems, but an informative
analogy of the perplexities facing the two industries was developed.
The chairman noted that the oil industry had the possible advantage, or at
least the practical situation, of having gasoline as a primary product, thus making
it within reason to credit crude oil "with the — market value of heavy fuel oil
produced and (applying) all other expenses —to— gasoline." He stated that "all
intermediate products — should be valued or costed only on their ability to make"
these two products.
From the lumber industry side, the species obtained from one logging operation and the products into which they might be made, were set forth. The
speaker said that market prices of logs had proven of little help in the costing
problem and further stated that the objective sought was a means of disclosing
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or preventing "mis- manufacturing" of logs, i.e. processing into loss or less
profitable end - products.
A rejoinder from the oil industry suggested that, as in oil, starting with a
definite crude (raw material) cost, a cost could be built up for a group, or
groups, of end - products and stacked against realization on known market prices
for those products.
By the Way
There was an informal colloquy on the cost of gasoline to consumers, with
stout defense by the industry representative that taxes are responsible for increases and that, even so, in terms of quality, the public is now getting its full
money's worth. Another point of incidental consideration was an instance related
of World War I days when a by- product turned into a principal product and
upset the costing situation.
Use Overhead to Catch -All?
A comment, based on the aircraft industry but which was quickly related to
the oil industry also, concerned the question of how liberally (or not) to use
overhead to receive broad categories of charges not examined individually for
their applicability. There was a great deal of sentiment for direct charges
where possible, as more convincing to government tax, contracting and renegotiation authorities, and perhaps in general also. Direct charging of inspection,
where practicable, was instanced. One participant commented "the better the
cost system, the fewer the things (which are) dropped into overhead." Specifically, this point was applied to joint oil operations, where there may be an agreed
daily limit to overhead, but the distinction was made that the operation of a
clearing account for items to be charged, in proportion, to joint operators was
not the same thing as overhead accumulation.
And Electronic Equipment?
Attention went to electronic equipment for a short space of time, interest
being evidenced in particular applications. Mentioned —to group the functions
named by several who spoke up —were invoicing, material distribution accounting, payment to owners for "oil and gas proceeds and leases," thrift plan distribution, retirement system operation, payroll, and overhead. In most cases, sucAU G U S T , 1 9 5 3
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cessful initial operation was reported and good future anticipation but few details
of the extent to which applications were electronic or difficulties encountered.
Emphasis was accorded the consideration that good coding underlies good
electronic machine application and is a preparatory measure which companies
generally can take. It was also said that procedures must be perfected in their
pre - application status before being put on the machines.
The discussion leader called attention to the desirability of working ahead on
accounting needs for electronic equipment, so that they may be "tied in" with
technical research on the subject. It was, likewise, indicated that the devices
available from the several manufacturers may sometimes be made to dovetail
procedurally. One member of the group stated that it had not been found to
be true that inexperienced help could be used on the new equipment.
Accelerated Amortization
The final topic treated at any length by the discussion group was accelerated
amortization under certificates of necessity. Charging the additional write -off in
costs was discussed by a paper company representative who stated that, although
not charged to cost centers, the additional amount was taken to profit and loss.
He wondered whether or not it should be. It was agreed that cost centers should
not be loaded with the additional amount.
Reference was then made to a recent American Institute of Accountants pronouncement relating to accelerated amortization and recommending a preferred
treatment of the item in the financial statements, and of tax provision affected
by it.
While additional charges for acceleration of property write -offs were being
discussed, the subject of fixed asset replacement justification was touched on and
it was inquired whether or not it was in order to consider the undepreciated
balance of an item proposed to be replaced. In response, it was suggested that
this may be a significant consideration.
Closing Topics
After a brief return to the subject of exploration costs and their relationship
to subsequent production — designated by one speaker as the prime problem of
the oil industtry— inquiry elicited a description of an industry processing a type
of seaweed "harvested" in the ocean, to produce chemical jellies, films etc. Costing procedures were not detailed.
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Wholesaling and Retailing
Discussion Leader: EUGENE J. KEMPF
Assistant Comptroller, S. S. Kresge Co., Detroit, Mich.

M

R. K1:MPF WAS INTRODUCED by Robert Martin, N.A.C.A. Vice-president-

elect for 1953 -1954, and opened the discussion program by pointing up
subgroup industry representation evidenced by those present. Although predominant representation was from the wholesale field — including distributors of
petroleum, paper, electrical appliances, electric motors, school supplies, furniture, flat glass, auto trim, food building materials, magazines and consumer
goods —there were also present representatives of chain grocers, limited price
variety stores, specialty stores, and furniture retailers.
The group, finding no trouble in getting started on discussion, dwelt first
on the question of extending discounts to employees, passed from this to the extent and available methods of costing wholesale sales, and "anchored" for a short
time on the topic of cents elimination from accounts and reports. After a
moment or two devoted to practice in bundling loose change for deposit in
banks, interest found a relatively lasting center in the so- called small -order problem of wholesalers and how to overcome it. This was followed by brief consideration of an aspect of foreign distribution, more extended discussion of salesmen's commission percentages, and a provocative look around and ahead at
self- service operation for retailers. Quantity control and the performance of
accounting as a phase of management, were the two topics brought up, in turn,
in the closing minutes of the session.
Discounts to Employees
The discussion of employee discounts was initiated by a member of the group
who wanted to know whether to treat them as cost or a reduction in sales. He
stated that it was a doubtful point with the "tax men." The first response, from
a representative of a large chain store, was that such discounts are considered
expense. A second response reported such transactions at 15 per cent over
cost and treated as a sales. The speaker stated that the total was minor and
the treatment had not been questioned in respect of the company's tax return.
The original questioner pursued his point to the further suggestion that he
had heard that the Bureau of Internal Revenue was seeking to have employees'
discounts added to their taxable income. It was considered by a number of
those present impracticable for the government to take such action. The disAUGUST, 1953
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cussion then returned to company practice. "Two ways of handling the problem" were reported by another participant, one pertaining to sales at cost,
treated simply as an inventory reduction, and the other pertaining to sales at
20 per cent off retail, treated as a markdown.
It was pointed out by one participant that the treatment accorded employee
discounts might affect the sales tax base might. However, it was reported, as
to California, that the sales tax law allows discounts as a "nontaxable factor."
The great prevalence and wide variety of types of group purchase discounts
was commented upon and a supplementary rejoinder expressed the opinion that
the labor union viewpoint could be counted on to oppose considering discounts
as employee income, a treatment which would make them a cost to a company
as compensation or wages.
The subject was continued, to discuss employee discount from the point of
view of following a policy satisfactory to employees. One inquiry asked specifically for a desirable rate of discount, whether cost plus 15 per cent —as one
member of the group had indicated —or cost plus 20 per cent or other figure.
In answer, the figure of cost plus 10 per cent was mentioned and touched a
responsive chord in a number of those present, so that it seemed to represent a
consensus on the point.
Costing Those Sales
The difficulty which wholesale houses have with costing of sales claimed
serious attention. Several individuals indicated that costing of each sale had
been a practice but that a way of short- cutting the onerous detail involved had
been found. One method was costing sales at a developed percentage of sales
price. It was stated that this method was used without resulting in any major
inventory adjustment. Another contribution from the floor tended to the same
conclusion. One industrial distributor with annual sales of about $30,000,000
reported payroll savings of $25,000 from use of an average gross profit figure
in place of detail costing. A retailer of office supplies confirmed the satisfactory nature of this type of costing, and suggested that, in departments disclosing unusual inventory differences, a special checkup could be conducted.
Clerical Productivity
Keyed to a question on "scientific measurement of such jobs as typists, cuYr
work, and key -punch operators," the group embarked on a discussion of a moot
subject, moot not as to its importance but as to the practicability of methods
suggested and possibilities of improvement. The discussion leader reported
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that a panel on the subject had been held in his home city and that one result
was surprise at the discovery of how little companies had done in the area. One
member of the group stated that productivity was measured in the accounting
processes of posting, bookkeeping and other jobs, with standards of performance based upon past showings. Another member, connected with a large oil
company, (who insisted he was in the "right session "), reported its use of
counters on typewriters and posting machines, with a proficiency rating included
in salary computation.
Still another member spoke of the desirability of using objective data to avoid
personality bias in hiring. This was followed by a comment that such measurement helped to decide what work was worth its cost and what was not and
could, therefore, be eliminated. Additionally on this subject, a participant in
the discussion reported exchange of data with other companies.
The last comment evoked in the area was a description of the productivity
advantages of automatic typewriters.
No Cents? Wrap the Coin?
Cents elimination as a practice found a number of devotees. In one instance, it has been found time - saving and handy for internal reporting purposes, although not carried to the books of account. One member of the group
raised the point that, in wholesaling and retailing, it would seem desirable to
be able to apply cents elimination to accounts receivable as the substantial element of detail in the accounts of such companies. A participant in the discussion spoke up to say that the practice had proven practicable in wage cost distribution, dropping values under 50 cents and increasing dollars by one for
items which would carry pennies exceeding 50 cents. Another reported stockholder objection to penny elimination, presumably as applied to financial reports.
It was stated that the stockholders were represented as "taking some notice of the
last column."
The matter of handing coin to bank, whether wrapped or just in sacks, provided a lighter and little momentous topic. Following a conclusion that it
would be the exceptional instance in which a bank would take coin not counted
and wrapped, the focus of the proceedings was directed to a perennial problem
of wholesaling, as well as of manufacturing, i.e., small orders.
Small Orders
In a question addressed to wholesalers, it was asked whether "a minimum
(has) been established" for orders or, in the alternative, "what steps should
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be taken in terms of price differentials on different -sized orders, to discourage
small orders which —it would cost too much money to fill?" A distributor stated
that he wished to echo the question, because occasionally invoices less than a
dollar turned up in his business. A distributor of school supplies reported that,
once in a while, there would be a 25 cent order.
An electrical products distributor indicated that a graduated unit price scale
was his company's solution. Another wholesaler endeavors to require cash for
small orders. A glassware distributor also does this and, when the measure does
not work, sends a memorandum rather than a bill to the customer.
The repair part order angle of the small -order problem was brought up by
a university student who suggested that the problem was customer- retention vs
loss orders. In relating a confirming experience, a participant in the discussion
acknowledged temptation to "send these orders out as no- charge" but stated
that volume precluded doing that.
One remedy suggested was a minimum charge of one dollar for any order,
even if it called for only a washer. Another approach set forth is to educate the
sales force in the cost of small orders, perhaps instructing that accounts of a
certain size be kept on a cash basis. Accumulation of invoices for as long as a
quarter, with a single billing, was recommended as the practice of one company
with a large dealer organization to handle the collections. A magazine distributor described a monthly billing procedure.
A soft drink bottler pointed out that loss accounts can be built up to profit
accounts through intelligent servicing.
Items to Sell Abroad
A written question asking for sources of news about items available from
manufacturers for foreign distribution elicited the name of a publication in
the limited -price variety field and a suggestion that other such publications are
available. It was also suggested that local chambers of commerce would offer
help. A member of the group, hailing from the central south, instanced International House in New Orleans where commercial contacts are facilitated.
Compensation of Salesmen
The use of a group incentive system for salaried salesmen was narrated by
one speaker who stated that the company now wishes to devise an individual incentive for these men. A strictly commission arrangement, governed by gross
profit, was then mentioned by another member of the group, who presented it
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as a means through which the company's salesmen had more than doubled their
incomes.
How to get industry statistics of a relevant character on the normal relationship of salesmen's commissions to gross profit was a related question posed
within the group by a member feeling "that this will be a very vital problem
in the next two or three years —as the pressures come against profits." In answer, one participant said that a study of the sort was in process in the baking
field. A representative of another company recalled making reports to a trade
association, showing all expenses as percentages of sales. Several other possible
sources of information were suggested. It was also stated that it is not hard to
develop such figures for individual companies when there is access to data.

Shall We Go to Self- Service?
Much interest was shown when the topic of self- service operations was
brought up, especially with respect to partial loss of previous departmentalization of results in stores not able to effect departmental registration of sales at
central locations. The point was raised by a representative of a "ten cent"
store having a breakdown into forty departments. Reduction in detail of breakdown of merchandise was suggested by the speaker, with doubt that this would
necessarily solve the problem.
There was ready mention of other conversions to self- service operations and
one instance in which departmental sales were arrived at on the basis of deliveries of merchandise to departments plus markup. The result was compared
with aggregate actual sales.
Comments on self- service operations were interspersed with observations on
advantages offered, mainly reduced personnel. It was inquired whether inventory shortages through "pilferage" increased and an answer was that they did
to some extent.

Concluding Topics
Brief discussion of quantity control of merchandising inventories followed,
with discussion also of tabulating machine installations for this purpose, and
then closing attention was given to the place of the accountant in management.
There was strong recommendation for accountants to keep detail "out of their
hair" if they wished to devote proper time to interpretation and effective reporting. Intensive review of reports issued and shaping of such reports to existing needs were stressed.
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